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SUMMARY

Increasing awareness of health disparities has led to proposals for a pay-for-equity scheme. Implementing
such proposals requires systematic methods of collecting and reporting health outcomes for targeted de-
mographics over time. This lays the foundation for a shift from quality improvement projects (QIPs) to
equality improvement projects (EQIPs) that could evaluate adherence to standards and progress toward
health equity.
We performed a scoping review on EQIPs to inform a new framework for quality improvement through a
health equity lens. Forty studies implemented an intervention after identifying a disparity compared to
149 others which merely identified group differences. Most evaluated race-based differences and were
conducted at the institutional level, with representation in both the inpatient and outpatient settings.
EQIPs that improved equity leveraged multidisciplinary expertise, healthcare staff education, and devel-
oped tools to track health outcomes continuously. EQIPs can help bridge the inequality gap and form part
of an incentivized systematic equality improvement framework.

FROM QUALITY IMPROVEMENT TO EQUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS

Traditional quality improvement projects (QIPs) are a foundational component of healthcare organizations and differ from pure audits signif-

icantly (Box 1). They audit the performance of the local clinical practice and evaluate adherence to relevant guidelines, thus offering an essen-

tial window into where clinical care is underperforming. It is increasingly recognized that the current health system is failing in one specific

aspect, differences in outcomes among demographic groups.1 Health disparities are increasingly reported in the literature, covering

many domains and countries where minorities often disproportionately suffer from poorer care and worse overall outcomes.

The Biden administration has placed health equity at the forefront of its plans for reforming theUS health system.2 Recently, theCenters for

Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) issued a new initiative that takes a significant step toward tying payments with health equity.3 This proposal

focuses on collecting existing coremetrics to identify disparities and developing the infrastructure capable of capturing inequities repeatedly.

This reform will aim to reduce disparity by tying hospital reimbursement with equity measures and improving disparities in care. This frame-

work will require organizations to start collecting outcome data by subgroups and have the tools to identify root causes, develop a corre-

sponding intervention, and measure a change in the performance of a health system.
LIMITATIONS OF QIPs FOR EQUALITY IMPROVEMENT

WhileQIPs are a valuable tool for assessing healthcare systems, they also exhibit some notable limitations when it comes to ensuring equality.

Firstly, although adherence to clinical guidelines is a crucial aspect of quality healthcare, it does not automatically guarantee equity across all

patient demographics. Guidelines themselves might lack inclusivity and not account for unique circumstances among different groups. This

issue may have multiple causes, including the reality that many of these guidelines are not developed based on representativeness of all

ancestral and socio-demographic groups or that symptoms, conditions, and diseasemaymanifest differently across populations, whichmight

inadvertently result in disparities in health outcomes.

Moreover, achieving parity in adherence to guideline-based care is a commendable objective. However, guideline-based care stands

alongside many other contributing factors to health inequities. Pathways to health disparities are found at various levels, many ultimately

attributable to socio-economic risk factors, including housing, income, education, and environment. Furthermore, because evidence-based
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Box 1. Key Definitions

Term Definition

Equality Equality refers to the state of being equal, especially in status, rights, and opportunities.

In a broader context, it is the principle that every individual should have an equal

opportunity to make the most of their lives and talents, and that no one should have

poorer life chances due to their background or status.

Equity Equity refers to the concept of fairness and justice in economic, political, and social contexts.

Unlike equality, which promotes equal treatment for all, equity emphasizes providing

resources and opportunities based on individual needs or circumstances to achieve an equal outcome.

Quality Metrics These are metrics shared publicly or reported to government agencies to facilitate

comparisons between different organizations. Quality metrics may or may not be

associated with quality improvement projects.

Audit An audit is a systematic review or examination of records, operations, processes,

or other elements to ensure compliance with established standards, regulations, or laws.

Health Equity Audits These audits are focused on gathering information regarding adherence to guidelines

across various groups

QIP These projects utilize rapid cycle improvement efforts, such as PDSA (Plan-Do-Study-Act) cycles,

to enhance the quality of services. Typically, this is an internal process and is not disclosed to the public.

EQIP EQIP refers to a systematic evaluation of outcomes across subgroups in response to

different interventions. This method is intended to assess the efficiency and effectiveness

of interventions across diverse population subgroups.

QIP: Quality Improvement Projects, EQIP: Equity Quality Improvement Project
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guidelines often do not proportionately represent all demographics, responses to standard therapy can vary significantly across diverse

groups. This variation underscores a recognized systemic bias in the foundational evidence base for clinical care that could manifest in

outcome research but might not be reflected in appropriate variation of benchmark care.

Lastly, the traditional QIP framework tends to prioritize collecting data on proportion of adherence to guidelines across a given provider or

group of providers. However, this can misplace emphasis on adherence to a gold standard, which may or may not reflect significant outcome

differences between these groups. Ultimately, there is a significant need to recenter improvement projects around patient outcomes first, and

evaluating a clinical pathways ability to improve outcomes. Where adherence to a guideline is a reflection of pathway effectiveness; but does

not necessarily improve in outcomes, as the guideline may be differentially beneficial across groups. It simply exaggerates an effect size. This

approach reveals a gap in the QIP definition and approach, necessitating a shift to a more inclusive and effective model. This model must

focus on developing frameworks for implementing, testing, and reporting results from health equity interventions, projects we call EQuality

Improvement Projects (EQIPs).4

CURRENT EFFORTS TARGETING EQUALITY IMPROVEMENT

To aid the development of this framework we have characterized previously published studies that undertook QIPs viewed through a health

equity lens. We focused on studies that introduced interventions or used a continuous quality improvement framework to reduce health dis-

parities. We then utilized the key lessons from the sum of this body of work to set this in a new framework of systematic equality improvement.

The full PubMed search strategy and data processing methodology can be found in the supplemental methods.

Our search yielded 40 studies that actively attempted to reduce health disparity. However, we also identified 149 studies that reported

health equity audits but reported a disparity without documenting an intervention and follow-up audit. Of the 40 studies the majority

were based in the USA (25/40), with multiple contributions from the UK (4/40) and Australia (4/40). Half were institution based (20/40), where

several were conducted regionally (14), and the remaining six reported national coverage. There was a weighting toward the primary care and

outpatient setting (23/40), with some representation from the inpatient (14/40) and (3/40) public health domain. Complete characteristics can

be found in supplemental methods. Most studies focused on reducing race/ethnicity differences (26/40), and seven focused on sex-based

disparities and socioeconomic income. Studies also examined language, visual/hearing impairment, and LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual,

transgender, intersex, queer) disparities.

DESIGNING AN EQIP FRAMEWORK

The significant underrepresentation of QIPs in the literature underscores the need for transparently sharing tools and frameworks aimed at

improving health equity. Our analysis reveals that less than a quarter of the health equity audits published report active interventions targeted
2 iScience 26, 107924, October 20, 2023



Table 1. Key lessons for Designing EQIPs

Lesson Explanation Reference

Incentivize and encourage health

equity processes.

Pay for equity encourages discovery where organizations should be

rewarded for providing good care for all. Successful practices can be

used to develop transferable frameworks that can be appropriately incentivized.

5–9

Develop and share tools to track equity Develop tools to track outcomes in real-time that can be used to create

health equity reports that can unmask previously hidden inequalities

between groups. Then publish and open-source these tools.

10–16

Engage Systematic Equality improvement Few disparities can be expected to be abolished in one cycle; therefore,

tools must form part of a broader framework that detect disparities and

points to corresponding interventions to reduce disparity.

17–23

Encourage cross-disciplinary collaboration Cross-disciplinary projects are more likely to yield understanding of the

complex causes of inequity and different teams are well-positioned to

generate an appropriate interventions.

24–27

Outreach/educating patients Successful EQIPs used outreach techniques to engage minorities and

provide information on their available care.

28–33

Educate staff/provide clear

information on disparities

Provide education on disparities that exist and how biases may manifest.

Then provide clear information on the disparities within a local context in real-time.

34–40

Consider how diversity may affect

presentation, treatment, and follow up.

Different groups have varying risk factors, and care delivery should aim to

recognize how patients may differ in environment, circumstances, and lifestyle

and use these insights to maximize their outcomes.

41–44

EQIPs: Equality Improvement Projects
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at mitigating these disparities over time. However, among those that did, several reported success in reducing disparities, with several impor-

tant implications for implementing EQIPs at scale. In the following text we bring together the key lessons from the 40 studies identified pre-

viously into a unified framework for improving health equity (Table 1).

Implement and share tools for health equity tracking

The collection of outcome data by subgroups must become a fundamental part of clinical practice to effectively address health disparities.

Yet, there are no set standards for acceptable outcomedifferences between demographic and clinical groups. Further complicating this issue

is the fact that quantifying and publishing demographic-based differences in outcomes is not currently mandatory, making it extremely chal-

lenging to measure the scope of these disparities accurately.

This concern is particularly valid as the knowledge landscape that informs clinical practice often fails to represent all populations adequately,

especially minority groups. Such knowledge imbalance is troublesome as traditional QIPs typically measure success based on adherence to

guidelines informed by this potentially skewed literature. Consequently, it is crucial to collect this information regularly, showcasing progress

over timeandmakingvisible the real-worlddisparities inhealthcareoutcomes.Given that audits canbe labor-intensivewhenmanual data collec-

tion isnecessary, leveraging tools that can continuouslyextract anddisplayoutcomes to stakeholderswill significantly contribute to scalinghealth

equity. This effort can include developing tools like disparity dashboards, which provide real-time data and insights into health disparities.45

One key challenge to reproducible evaluation and comprehensive tracking is the reluctance or prohibition of recording sensitive attri-

butes, such as race, in many regions, including large parts of Europe. However, the prohibition against the collection of sensitive data

need not be an insurmountable barrier to collecting crucial data that inform understanding of disparities. Other factors that can impact clinical

outcomes such as socioeconomic status may be a suitable and valuable category informing patterns of health disparity. This crucial data are

necessary to accurately assess the impact on vulnerable groups and fully understand the scope of the problem. Therefore, we argue that the

collection and reporting of such data should be mandatory and standardized where it is relevant and not prohibited. This will demand trans-

parent and public processes that reassure patients and providers of appropriate management of their data. To safeguard against misuse of

sensitive data there must be a strong ethical, legal, and social framework that governs what is beneficial to patients, and what is deemed an

invasion of privacy. Significant downstream implications also arise from the failure to collect such data, potentially leading to patient harm. For

instance, the lack of comprehensive and representative data could compromise the evaluation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools, which may

inadvertently encode disparities from routinely collected Electronic Health Record (EHR) data. Hence, addressing these data collection chal-

lenges is vital in moving toward a more equitable healthcare system.

Systematic improvement and cross-disciplinary collaboration

The consistent collection and analysis of demographic data are imperative steps toward addressing health disparities and implementing

effective policies. However, these efforts should be embedded within a broader framework of systematic equality improvement. This should
iScience 26, 107924, October 20, 2023 3
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involve a top-down process, championed by governmental bodies who not only incentivize these endeavors but also invest in the necessary

technology to deliver enhanced results.

Interestingly, a significant portion of EQIPs investigated in this studywere implemented at the institutional level, implying a potential risk of

duplication when these efforts are extrapolated to regional and national scales. To mitigate such redundancy and maximize efficiency, there

must be concerted efforts to coordinate between sites, share results transparently, and extract valuable lessons from each intervention. Such

collaboration can optimize resources and enable healthcare organizations to learn from each other’s successes and challenges. Furthermore,

it is important to recognize that the landscape of health disparities is fluid. This is both in the areas of care disparities and the fact that groups

considered as minorities or discriminated against can shift over time due to various factors. While disparities are heavily concentrated in spe-

cific groups at present, and efforts should focus on these groups now, the process of detecting and reducing disparities must consider its

place in the broader landscape. New technologies, treatments, and health policies can differentially impact different groups, sometimes

creating new disparities while addressing others. Therefore, there’s a pressing need for continuous and systematic equality improvement

frameworks that can adapt to these evolving landscapes.

In essence, while data collection is a crucial component of addressing health disparities, it must be part of a larger, dynamic strategy of

systematic equality improvement. This approach calls for robust governmental support, inter-institutional collaboration, and an understand-

ing of the fluidity of health disparities. Only then can we truly hope tomake significant strides in addressing and reducing health disparities on

a large scale.

Patient engagement, staff education, and understanding contextual differences

A key strength of EQIPs lies in the priority they accord to patient outreach and education. This patient-centric approach is particularly bene-

ficial for minority groups, who often experience the brunt of health disparities. Patient education efforts help demystify available care options,

enabling patients to make informed decisions about their health. Such engagement not only empowers patients but also promotes a shared

understanding of health goals, fostering a stronger partnership between patients and healthcare providers.

Simultaneously, educating healthcare staff about the realities of health disparities is crucial. Staff must be aware of how biases, whether

explicit or implicit, can potentially compromise the quality of care. By providing clear, real-time information about local disparities, staff mem-

bers can better understand the context in which they provide care, equipping them to recognize and tackle these biases head-on.

This notion of understanding and addressing health within context extends to the broader EQIP framework. Each patient group has its

unique set of risk factors, lifestyle choices, and health beliefs—all of which contribute to their health outcomes. By acknowledging these

distinct contexts, healthcare providers can develop personalized care tools and delivery methods that respect and respond to this diversity.

In essence, the intersection of patient education, staff enlightenment, and contextual understanding is a potent formula for prioritizing

health equity. EQIPs exemplify this approach, ensuring that care is not only high quality but is also equitable and responsive to the needs

of different patient groups.

Limitations

This paper acknowledges several limitations in the current landscape of QIP evaluation and sharing. First and foremost, QIPs are not routinely

published, thus the picture we present in this paper may not reflect the entirety of the initiatives undertaken. This lack of transparency ob-

scures a complete understanding of the efforts made in quality improvement. The existing practice of conducting quality improvement in

isolation, or ‘‘working in a silo,’’ can lead to significant delays, unnecessary duplication of efforts, and even harm to the patient population.

Moreover, this modality hinders the broad-scale recognition of disparities and the development of effective tools to address them.

To achieve health equity, we must encourage a culture that prioritizes the systematic documentation of disparities and the strategies

developed to overcome them. Not only does this allow others to identify these disparities in their own contexts, but it also facilitates learning

from others’ experiences and leveraging those insights to improve patient care universally.

The recent shift by CMS to provide reimbursement for health equity could represent toward systematizing this process and, over time,

foster development of a pool of effective interventions. This article aims to encourage healthcare entities to adopt systematic mechanisms

for measuring, improving, and sharing their EQIP successes and failures. By acknowledging and learning from both our successes and our

shortcomings, we can work collaboratively toward the goal of health equity for all.

Conclusions

This study underscores the urgent necessity for transparent, continuousmeasurement of health disparities in clinical practice as part of amore

substantial shift toward systematic equality improvement. Integrating tools like disparity dashboards, which continuously display and dissem-

inate changes in health disparities, will be crucial to scaling this framework’s success.45 However, the transition to this new model will neces-

sitate a substantial collective effort within healthcare institutions. It is not sufficient merely to identify disparities—once brought to light, active

measures must be taken to reduce these disparities.

The EQIP framework offers a promising path toward this goal, fundamentally redefining the objectives of traditional QIPs. Instead of

focusing solely on overall improvements in healthcare, EQIPs emphasize the need for tailoring care to the unique needs and circumstances

of diverse patient groups. This focus aims to systematically address and reduce disparities in healthcare outcomes, providing truly equitable

care. To accomplish this, transparency and data sharingmust become the norm in healthcare. The current restricted view of health disparities

significantly hampers our ability to deliver quality care for all. As we strive to enhance healthcare outcomes for every demographic group, we
4 iScience 26, 107924, October 20, 2023
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must remember that equity is an ongoing pursuit, as yet, requiring continuous monitoring, assessment, and intervention. Together, we can

transform the landscape of healthcare, ensuring quality and equity go hand in hand.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The supplementary methods contain full details on the methods and data used to inform this perspective piece.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.isci.2023.107924.
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